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1 Summary and Recommendations 
 

1.1 This report sets out the draft revenue and capital outturn position for Slough 
Borough Council for the year 2022/23 

 
 

Recommendations: 
 

 
Cabinet is recommended to: 

 
1. Approve the carry forwards requested by departments as set in paragraphs 8.1 

to 8.5 and Table 7 
 

2. Approve the proposed additions and amendments to the Capital Programme as 
set out in paragraph 8.6 and Table 8 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Commissioner comment  
 
 
This report sets out the Council’s draft financial position for 2022/23 after the end of the 
financial year. The position should be considered provisional until all years’ accounts 
have been prepared and the audits signed off by the Council’s external auditors which 
could be some way off.  Associated issues may continue to be resolved or   identified 
that could affect the financial position. 
 
The Commissioners note the key elements of this report, summarised position for each 
of the ringfenced funds and refreshed assumptions relating to the capitalisation 
direction which at £301.9m to 31 March 2024 is higher than predicted in the budget 
approved by Council March 2023, which estimated a figure of £298.7m.  
 
The capitalisation direction is based in part on assumptions, he external environment is 
challenging and inevitably the situation will change. The Council should take all 
reasonable action and necessary steps to minimise the risk to which it is exposed and 
mitigate pressures where possible, to remain within the original estimates and 
demonstrate an improving financial trajectory. 
 

2 Report – Introduction 
 
2.1 Effective management of Slough Borough Council’s budget is critical to its financial 

recovery and the restoration of a balanced budget without the need for 
extraordinary use of capital receipts to support revenue expenditure.  This report 
sets out the draft outturn position for the Council’s budget in 2022/23 and makes 
recommendations to recognise and mitigate the risks arising from the underlying 
position reflected within the outturn position. 

 
2.2 Slough Borough Council has been balancing its revenue budget via the support of 

capital receipts under a capitalisation direction authorised by the Department of 
Levelling Up, Housing & Communities (DLUHC) since October 2021, as set out in 
the letter attached at Appendix A.  In support of this approach, Slough Borough 
Council developed a capitalisation direction model to estimate the level of capital 
receipts that would be required to support the revenue budget, as part of a broader 
financial recovery plan. 

 
2.3 In 2022/23 the original estimated level of capital receipts required to balance the 

revenue budget was £84.1m.  This report indicates that the final estimated level of 
capital receipts required is £59.2m, £24.9m less than originally expected.  This 
figure is based on a working assumption that carry forward requests are approved 
as part of this report. 

 
2.4 The improved financial position in 2022/23, where additional grants and better than 

expected recovery of Council Tax produced an additional £3.6m of income, means 
that the requirement for support from capital receipts/the capitalisation direction has 
reduced by the same amount. 

 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1028039/211025_letter_to_Slough_BC.pdf


 

 
 

2.5 2022/23 was a challenging year for the Council, not only due to the actions, savings 
and transformation needed due to its unique circumstances arising from the issuing 
of a S114 notice in 2021.  In addition, national economic factors have impacted 
local government, such as the rise in inflation and continuing increase in demand 
for services, in particular in relation to children’s and adult’s social care.  These 
underlying pressures are anticipated to continue throughout 2023/24. 

 
2.6 In terms of the financial management and associated financial controls and 

processes operating within Slough Borough Council, there continues to be a lot of 
work undertaken to establish a solid foundation of good practice and prudent 
financial management.  Some progress has been made in finalising Statements of 
Accounts for prior years but further work is needed to ensure systems, reporting, 
risk management and effective outturn forecasting and budget management are 
fully embedded.  The recruitment of a permanent Executive Director of Finance & 
Commercial, alongside recruitment campaigns to secure permanent appointments 
of Deputy Directors, Strategic Finance Managers and the teams that support them 
are anticipated to provide a valuable source of consistent and sustained financial 
management good practice, advice and leadership.  This will be essential to the 
continued improvement of financial management practices within the Council. 

 
2.7 In this context, the approach being taken in 2023/24 is building and improving upon 

the approach adopted in 2022/23, for example by ensuring that budget monitoring is 
undertaken and reported to CLT on a monthly basis, with formal reports submitted 
to Commissioners and Cabinet on a quarterly basis, reflecting best practice.  The 
format of reporting is also being enhanced to support greater transparency and 
accessibility, providing a mixture of narrative reporting alongside graphical and 
tabular reporting.  Key to effective decision making is the provision of relevant, 
reliable and timely information and the approach being proposed for 2023/24 is 
designed to enhance these requirements. 
 
 

3 GENERAL FUND  
 
 
3.1 The budget for 2022/23 required a Capitalisation Direction of £84.1m in order to 

balance.  The draft outturn position indicates that the Capitalisation Direction 
actually needed is £59.2m, a reduction of £24.9m.  

 
3.2 Within this overall position there are a number of significant variations.  Service 

departments collectively overspent by £13.2m, and Corporate Budgets collectively 
underspent by £33.9m.   In addition, the Collection Fund (which comprises Council 
Tax and Business Rate receipts) and Government Grants provided £4.1m more 
than had been budgeted for.  This amounts to an outturn position that is £24.9m 
better than the original budget.  

 
3.3 Table 1 shows the outturn in more detail, with commentary provided from 3.7 

onwards. 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Table 1 – General Fund Outturn 
 

 
 

3.4 Having Service departments overspend significantly with a large underspend on a 
Corporate Contingency budget doesn’t necessarily support understanding and 
transparency of reporting.  Subject to further discussion with Commissioners, a 
different approach will be adopted for 2023/24 such that transparency and 
ownership of budgets is increased, for example by allocating funding to support 
contractual inflation, whilst ensuring that Corporate Budgets continue to be used 
prudently to drive improved budget management across the whole Council.  A 
cabinet decision on the virements required to facilitate this is included in the Quarter 
1 Budget Management Report. 
 

3.5 Significant work is underway to review and refresh the budget information held 
within the Council’s Enterprise Resource and Planning (ERP) system, such that 
budget managers are supported to undertake their roles and responsibilities 
effectively by providing access to timely, relevant and reliable information, that in 
turn will support effective operational and strategic decision making. 

 
3.6 The Capitalisation Direction provides the balance of funding needed to support the 

level of expenditure required. Slough has been able to use capital receipts for 
revenue purposes, which is not normally allowed under accounting rules.   In that 
context, it can also be seen that in 2022/23 Slough Borough Council controlled its 
finances better than originally anticipated resulting in a reduction in the level of 
potential support required by £24.9m, i.e. the sum of the underspend against the 
budgets and enhanced levels of income.  

 
3.7 In conjunction with this proposal, it is also proposed that the allocation of Corporate 

Budgets be reviewed with CLT, Commissioners and Cabinet, to support improved 
transparency and accountability in budget management.  This review would be 



 

 
 

undertaken in the context of the Commissioners Instruction Number 1 attached 
at Appendix B. 

 
3.8 Service directorates were required to deliver savings in 2022/23, and progress 

against meeting the savings targets was monitored and reported on throughout the 
year.  The total target was £20.0.  Of this £13.5m was actually delivered, a shortfall 
of £6.5m.  The details by Directorate are shown in Table 2 below. 

 
Table 2 – Saving delivery Summary 
 

     
 
Service Draft Outturn  
 

3.9 People (Adults) – The overspend reported of £5.8m is principally driven by the 
increased demand for services to support vulnerable adults with learning disabilities 
and mental health challenges.  The demand for these services is increasing 
nationally, in part due to the pandemic which reduced the availability of care and 
support during lockdown periods contributing to the further development of eligible 
care needs.  This in turn put pressure on what continues to be a market of service 
provision with limited capacity.   

 
3.10 This situation is exacerbated by the increasing complexity of the assessed eligible 

care needs of individuals and a shortage of suitably qualified staff to meet their 
needs.  The combination of these factors is driving up the cost of care nationwide.  
Work is being undertaken within People (Adults) to develop alternative service 
delivery models that will support improved outcomes for individuals at lower cost to 
Slough Borough Council, linked to cost and budget improvements in 2023/24 and 
beyond. 

 
3.11 Adults had a challenging savings target to meet in 22/23 of £5.9m and achieved 

£4.2m of that; the gap will have contributed to the forecast overspend. Areas where 
the savings target was not achieved include Reablement efficiencies, and savings 
from reviews within the Mental Health service area. 

 
3.12 People (Children) excluding Slough Children First – There was an underspend 

of £0.1m, arising from a number of relatively small variations against budget.  The 
directorate delivered £0.8m of their £1.1m savings target.  The shortfall is caused 
by a delay on the project to reshape the Council’s children’s centres provision. 

 

https://www.slough.gov.uk/downloads/file/3000/instruction-1-to-steve-mair-regarding-unallocated-resources-21-july-2022


 

 
 

3.13 Slough Children First – The value of the contract with Slough Children First was 
increased during the year. Despite this the level of demand and complexity of needs 
drove costs up further, resulting in an overspend of £1.3m.  The budget for Slough 
Children First has been increased by £4.6m in 2023/24 which, in part, addresses 
the budget pressures identified.  A separate report on this agenda looks in more 
detail at the financial pressures impacting upon Slough Children First, the 
implications arising from the financial years 2021/22 and 2022/23 and the potential 
future pressures arising.  The funding of prior year deficits is reflected in the 
separate Quarter 1 Budget Management also on this agenda. 

 
3.14 Slough Children’s First were set a net savings target of £2.6m.  This means were 

asked to absorb £2.1m of growth pressures as well as deliver gross savings of 
£4.7m.   The shortfall of £2.7m is therefore greater than the savings target because  
they were unable to absorb all of the growth pressures.  A significant element of this 
was due to legal costs arising from demand levels and court delays. 

 
3.15 Place and Community – This department covers a wide range of services, which 

have seen a range of variations against budget.  Overall the department delivered 
an underspend of £1.6m, primarily made up of underspends arising from vacant 
posts and the additional income generated by the introduction of garden waste 
collection charges.  However, there are some underlying pressures that will need to 
be addressed in the longer term, recognising that in the event that the vacancies 
are recruited to the headroom reduces.  In particular there are a number of 
pressures linked to challenging income targets, and increased contractual costs, 
e.g. the leisure management fee.   

 
3.16 Place and Community delivered £4.0m of their £4.6m savings during the year, with 

a saving in respect of the Leisure Management fee not having been achievable 
following negotiations concluded in July 2022. 

 
3.17 Monitoring Officer -  Underspend of £0.2m, arising from a number of relatively 

small under and overspends. 
 
3.18 Housing, Property & Planning – The outturn position is an overspend of £8.6m, 

which is in part driven by the implications arising from the establishment of this 
department part way through the 2022/23 financial year, and also from more 
fundamental cost drivers such as temporary accommodation demands and 
associated expenditure during the year and the impact of the rise in energy prices 
which overspent by £0.8m.  As part of the development of the Medium Term 
Financial Strategy (MTFS) covering the four years from 2024/25 through to 
2028/29, it is planned to undertake a comprehensive review of these budgets. 

 
3.19 Housing, Property & Planning met £1.0m of their £2.3m savings target in 2022/23. 

There was a saving requirement of £1.3 million in respect of renting out parts of 
Observatory House which was not met. 

 
3.20 Strategy and Improvement – The underspend of £1.2m has been delivered mainly 

due to a number of vacant posts. The directorate delivered its savings target of 
£1.8m. 

 
3.21 Finance and Commercial – The overspend of £0.5m has arisen primarily due to 

needing to clear a backlog of cases within the Revenue & Benefits service, which 



 

 
 

required significant overtime but which has now been cleared.  In addition there has 
been a significant increase in the insurance premium which reflects increases 
across the insurance market, partly arising from the pandemic and a re-evaluation 
of risks.  A re-procurement of Slough Borough Council’s external insurance is being 
undertaken in 2023/24, which will be underpinned by a review of the scale and 
scope of risks faced, alongside an assessment of the value of risks that should be 
self-insured, the outcome of which will be reflected in the 2024/25 budget build. 

 
3.22 Corporate Budgets – The underspend of £34.0m has a number of different 

elements to explain it. The first and most significant is the Minimum Revenue 
Provision budget (MRP). This was set at £32.1m, but the outturn was significantly 
less than that at £17.7m, a one of underspend of £14.4m.  This variance arose 
because at the time the MRP budget was set there was no expectation that capital 
receipts would be used to repay historical debt and thus reduce it.  However, during 
the year we made debt repayments which significantly reduced the amount owed by 
the Council and thus the MRP that is required.  

 
3.23 The second main variance in Corporate Budgets was with the contingency budgets, 

in line with the Commissioners Instruction Number 1 attached at Appendix B.  
These amounted to £18.0m and the expenditure against them was only £5.3m, a 
one-off variance of £12.7m. This approach will be reviewed and discussed with the 
Commissioners and the outcome fed into the development of the MTFS as part of 
the preparation of the 2024/25 budget. 
 

 
4 HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT (HRA)  

 
 
4.1 The HRA accounts for revenue expenditure and income relating to the Council’s 

housing stock and is ringfenced from the General Fund.  It must include all costs 
and income relating to the Council’s housing landlord role (except in respect of 
households owed a homeless duty and provided accommodation in accordance 
with Part 7 of the Housing Act 1996). 
 

4.2 A prudent and pragmatic approach has been adopted to reflect the financial realities 
facing the Council, hence the HRA capital programme for the next five years has 
been reduced to £52.7m in comparison to £123.4m for the previous 5 year period.  
 

4.3 The HRA saw an in-year surplus of £3.7m in 2022.23 with favourable variances on 
both the expenditure and income side.  This is detailed in the table below.  The 
surplus will be transferred to HRA general reserves at the end of the financial year.  

 
4.4 Key areas of variance include –  
 

• Repairs & Maintenance Services - £0.9m mainly due to reduced expenditure on 
voids, electrical works, and lift maintenance. 

 
• Rents and Rates and Other overspend of £1.0m which was principally caused 

by the increase in energy costs seen last year.  
 

• Supervision and Management, where there was an underspend of £1.9m. 

https://www.slough.gov.uk/downloads/file/3000/instruction-1-to-steve-mair-regarding-unallocated-resources-21-july-2022


 

 
 

 
• Rents – £1.5m over-recovery, due to annual rent increase and lower than 

expected rental loss from Voids and Right to Buy sales.  
 

Table 3 HRA Outturn Position 
 

 
 
 
 
5 DEDICATED SCHOOLS GRANT (DSG) 

 
 
5.1 Dedicated schools grant (DSG) is paid in support of local authority schools’ and 

education providers and covers four distinct funding blocks: 
 

1. Early Years Block (EYB) – Funding for pre-school aged children 
2. Schools Block (SB) – Funding for mainstream schools 
3. High Needs Block (HNB) - Funding children with Special Educational Needs 

and Disabilities 
4. Central Schools Services Block (CSSB) – Funding services provided by the 

Local Authority to support schools and education providers. 
 
5.2 The outturn for the DSG in 2022/23 is a deficit of £0.1m.  Table 3 below outlines the 

final outturn position for the 4 DSG blocks.  
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Table 4  Dedicated Schools Grant 
 

 
 
5.3 The overspend on the High Needs Block is principally caused by increased demand 

for in borough SEND placements and places at Special Schools. Although, due to 
tight financial management these overspends have come down considerably over 
the last 2 years.  The underspend on the Early Years Block was due to lower 
numbers of pre-school children than expected.   

 
5.4 The DfE have been tapering down the historic Central Schools Block (CSSB) spend 

by 20% for a number of years. Historic spend included in the CSSB DSG in 2022-
23 was £40k or 4% of the total CSSB allocation of £1,024k. The reduction of 20% 
(£8k) of historic spend in future years will be managed by looking at savings in other 
areas during each year of the reductions. For 2023-24 the CSSB budget has been 
balanced and will be approved by schools forum in September. Note that the 2022-
23 CSSB budget included a credit budget of £337k in error. Actual expenditure 
against the CSSB DSG allocation of £1,024 was an overspend of £53k. This has 
led to an overall overstated overspend of £390k. This budget anomaly has been 
corrected in 2023-24.  

 
5.5 All local authorities with DSG deficits are required to prepare and implement a 

deficit management plan, although the Department for Education (DfE) recognises 
that in some cases it may take several years for the situation to improve. 

 
5.6 Slough’s original deficit management plan was shared with the DfE in July 2021. 

The plan indicated that the deficit could potentially grow to £43m by 2024/25 if no 
mitigating actions were taken. Action is now being taken to reduce this significantly 
and it is anticipated that the annual in year deficit will be eliminated by 2026/27.    

 
5.7 To this extent the DfE agreed a safety valve management plan with Slough where it 

would write-off the historic deficit between 2022/23 and 2026/27.  The first payment 
of £10.8m was made in March 2023 with further payments due as follows:  

 
Year Safety Valve funding 

2022/23 10.800 
2023/24 3.240 
2024/25 3.240 
2025/26 3.240 



 

 
 

2026/27 6.480 
Total 27.000 

 
5.8 The estimated cumulative deficit when the Safety Valve was agreed stood at 

£27,600k. The provisional outturn deficit is £25,567k, a reduction of £2,033k. The 
High Needs deficit needs to reduce by £10.800k to £15,070k as the first safety 
valve payment of £10,800k was received in late March 2023. Therefore, the net 
DSG deficit reduces to £14,767 from the £25,567k stated in the table.  

 
5.9 This is predicated on the authority undertaking to reach a positive in-year balance 

on the DSG by the end of 2025/26 and in each subsequent year.   
 
 
6 ASSET SALES 
 
 
6.1 The Council’s financial recovery plan is heavily dependent on the delivery of the 

asset disposal strategy. The Asset Disposal programme yielded capital receipts of 
£195m in 2022/23 and is forecast currently to yield £383.9m in total. The level of 
capital receipts achievable from the Asset Disposal Programme will be kept under 
review reflecting due diligence and market conditions, which could alter the total 
achieved. 

 
6.2 The receipts have been applied to pay down loans that were due which has had 

significant beneficial impact on the outturn for 2022/23, which also feeds through 
into 2023/24. 

 
6.3 More detail on the asset sales is provided in Appendix C 
 
 
7 CAPITAL PROGRAMME 
 
 
7.1 The General Fund capital programme saw an underspend of £12.0m against the 

budget of £28.7m.  There are carry forward requests amounting to £4.0m and if 
these are accepted then the final outturn is an underspend of £8.1m (small 
difference due to rounding). 

 
7.2 There were significant variances in Capital Schemes in Children’s Services, 

Housing, Property & Planning and in Place & Communities.  The most significant of 
these were a £5.5m underspend on remedial works at Nova House, and £1.1m 
underspend on Langley High Street Improvements, which was due to the budget 
being overstated. £1.7m underspend on Zone 1 - Sutton Lane Gyratory (MRT) 
which has been partially carried forward, and £1.3m overspend against budget 
related to Additional Transport & Highways Grant funded projects. The grant 
funding was received for this after the budget was set and has been further profiled 
into future years. Full detail is provided in Appendix D. 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Table 5 General Fund Capital Outturn 
 
 

 
 
 

7.3 The budget for HRA Capital schemes was £10.7m in 2022/23 and the outturn 
pending approval of carry forward requests was £9.3m, an underspend of 
£1.4m.  This was mostly due to an underspend on the Affordable Homes project 
and the RMI Capital Programme. The summary is shown in the table below. 
 
Table 6: Capital (HRA) 
 

 
 
 

8 Carry Forward Requests (Revenue and Capital) 
 

Revenue 
 
8.1 There are 7 carry forward requests coming from service and corporate 

departments, amounting to a total of £4.4m.  As a working assumption the reported 
outturn has assumed they will be approved.  Of the 7 requests 2 are particularly 
significant.  These are both Transformation budgets.  

 
8.2 The first is the IT Transformation Fund.  A budget of £3.5m for 2022/23 and £1.0m 

for 2023/24 was created during the 2022/23 financial year, a total of £4.5m for the 
programme as a whole.   As of the end of the year only £1.6m of the fund had been 
spent as the programme was slower to start than the budget timetable had allowed 
for.  The Transformation of IT is considered essential to Slough Borough Council’s 
recovery and as such a carry forward of the balance is requested.  



 

 
 

 
8.3 The second is also a Transformation budget, this one for the wider Transformation 

Programme.  The budget was also created during the 2022/23 financial year, and is 
for £2.5m in each of 2022/23 and 2023/24, a total of £5.0m.   The programme was 
slower to start than the budget timetable had allowed for and as at the end of the 
financial year there was a balance of £1.8m against this code.  The programme 
remains a 2 year programme, and carrying forward the underspend from last year 
will allow it to continue.   

 
8.4 The full carry forward request for revenue items is given in the table below.  Other 

than the 2 mentioned above, 3 are requests to carry forward specific funding 
received, and the final two (Elections and Member laptops) are to carry forward a 
small element of underspend to cover anticipated additional costs in 2023/24.  
Lastly, there is a request to carry forward the 3 years of Matrix rebates paid at the 
end of 22/23.  The rebate had not been accounted for in the budget and the 
services were recharged at cost. The rebate was intended to be used as a resource 
to provide effective contract management. The carry forward is necessary to 
provide the funding resources to procure and deliver a new temporary labour 
contract including any transition arrangements due this financial year 23/24. 

 
8.5 The Proceeds of Crime Act carry forward request is in respect of ring-fenced 

income that was not fully spent in 2022/23. 
 

Table 7: Revenue carry-forward requests 
 

 
 
Capital (General Fund) 

 
8.6 The carry forward requests for Capital (General Fund) amount to £4.0m and are 

detailed in the table below.  As a working assumption, as with the revenue carry 
forwards requested, the outturn figures are presented on the basis that the carry 
forward requests are approved.   



 

 
 

 
Table 8 Capital (General Fund) carry forward requests  

 

 
 

8.6 The carry forward requests for Capital (HRA) amount to £1.3m and are detailed in 
the table below.  All of them relate to ongoing works that have already been 
commissioned. 

 
Table 9 Capital (HRA) carry forward requests 

 

 
 
9 FUNDING 
 
9.1 Funding from Council Tax and Business Rates receipts and Government Grants 

was £4.1m in excess of that budgeted for, and this contributed to the Capitalisation 
Direction being less than had been expected when it was originally set.  However, it 
should be noted that a review of the accounting treatment of the Collection Fund in 
previous years is underway that still may yet impact on this position, and therefore 
the Capitalisation Direction.  The draft final position for the Capitalisation Direction 
is £59.2m against the original budget of £84.1m. 



 

 
 

 
9.2 The first table below shows the budgets and outturn figures for the major funding 

stream blocks.  The second table gives an update on the Capitalisation Direction. 
 

Table 10 : Funding 
 

 
 
Capitalisation Direction 

 
9.3 The Capitalisation Direction (CD) model shows the annual budget gap in Slough’s 

finances for a period projected forward until the year 2028/29.   
 
9.4 The annual budget gap exists primarily because of the significant unfunded debt as 

well as other financial pressures that built up prior to 2017.  The total deficit was 
originally estimated to be £782m.  This was subsequently revised downwards and 
at the time of the last budget setting and period 9 budget management report was 
estimated to be £357m in total, and £57.0m for 2022/23.  There were some minor 
adjustments that needed to be made to that published figure and the correct figure 
at that time was actually £60.5m for 2022/23 and a total of £361m.  The actual draft 
outturn position shows a requirement for £59.2m.   

 
9.5 The changes in the Budget Gap model from the time of budget setting to the end of 

the financial year is shown in the table below 

 
Table 11 : Capitalisation Direction Summary 

 

 
 

9.6 The Budget Gap model is both a dynamic forward looking model and a look back to 
the past.  This remains necessary as, with the accounts for the past not all having 
been closed, previous years’ figures are still subject to change.  Looking forward, it 
builds in assumptions as to what pressures and savings there might be on annual 
budgets. 



 

 
 

  
9.7 It is therefore of note that the budget gaps shown in the table above are not budget 

gaps against which savings requirements are to be established, but gaps after 
assuming a level of growth and savings in each of the following financial years that 
are already extremely challenging.  It is also worth noting that a reduction in the 
budget gap is therefore not an underspend, it is a reduction in the previously 
predicted shortfall of funding.  

  
9.8 The budget gap needs to be funded.  The gap changes in the light of changing 

circumstances; for example, control of in year budgets, delivery of savings, 
achievement of capital receipts and the optimal strategy for utilizing those capital 
receipts, linked to the Treasury Management strategy.  On this basis the Budget 
Gap model will be maintained month to month and reported on as part of the budget 
management cycle.   

  
9.9 Given the above it is worth emphasizing that none of the numbers are completely 

fixed; this is a dynamic and fluid environment that we are working in, and the model 
reflects that. 

 
9.10 The 22/23 budget contained an assumption that capital receipts of £84.1m would be 

required to balance the budget.  The total funding including capital receipts required 
was £189.4m.  In relation to this the outturn expenditure was £168.7m with funding 
excluding capital receipts totaling £109.5m.  Therefore the revised capital receipt 
requirement is £59.2m, a reduction of £24.9m for the year. 

 
The Budget Gap Model revisions 

  
9.11 The table below shows, at a very highly summarized level, the changes to the 

Budget Gap model brought about by the slightly better than expected outturn 
position. 

 
Table 12 Detailed Summary of Budget Gap 

 

 
 
9.12 The model has been reset to show the budget gap rolled forward from the 2022/23 

financial year, and then adjusted for this and future years on the basis of a number 
of assumptions. 

  



 

 
 

9.13 The figures are all incremental figures.  This means they show they change year on 
year from today’s base position.  Using one figure as an example, in 2022/23 a 
£7.5m budget was to allow the creation of a reserve to meet redundancy costs.  
This was a one-off budget, it has been reduced in 2023/24 by £7.5m to become 
zero.  The table therefore shows a reduction of £7.5m in that budget this year. 

  
9.14 The model assumes the following: 
  

1. The following year’s budget gap rolls forward and is then subject to incremental 
changes. 

  
2. It is assumed that every financial year balances against the assumptions made in 

the model, that there is no over or underspend. 
  

3. The Emerging Pressures covers this year’s contingency budget, the loss of income 
from assets as they are sold, the removal of time-limited Transformation budgets, 
and the transfer of debt from short to long term. 

  
4. There is additional growth required every year to cover pressures from 

demography, inflation and other new pressures of £10m 
  

In addition there is £1.4m per year included to reflect pay up lifts; this is higher  
 (£2.8m) in 2024/25.   
  

There is an additional pressure in 2024/25 of £1.2m to cover the costs of   
 introducing the new senior management structure. 
  

5. The Companies line is mostly in respect of the repayment of a loan to Slough 
Children First.  Provision for repayment of the loan is not made within the Slough 
Children First business plan. 

 
6. The Minimum Revenue Provision requirements will reduce every year as capital 

asset sales are used to pay down debt. 
  

7. The creation of a reserve to fund redundancy costs. 
  

8. The Settlement figure reflects the increase in Grant funding this financial year, 
offset by the costs of the Council Tax Support Scheme which is expected to 
increase slightly each year. 

  
9. Council Tax has been assumed to increase by 4.99% every year from 2024/25 

onwards. 
  

10. Savings of £12.9m are required every year until 2028/29, the final year when a 
Capitalisation Direction would be needed. 
 

10 RESERVES 
 
 
10.1 The table below shows a summary of the reserves held by the Council.  As there 

are several years of unaudited accounts prior to 2022/23 the figures as at 31 March 
2022 (and therefore by extension at 31 March 2023) are subject to change.  The 
table shows, subject to the caveat above, that there are £53.5m of reserves, of 



 

 
 

which the largest item is the General Fund General Reserve, called the Budget 
Smoothing Reserve, which is £38.6m 

 
 
 Table 13 Summary of Reserves 
 

  
  
11 IMPLICATIONS OF THE REPORT 
 
 
11.1 Financial Implications 
 
11.1.1 These are set out within the report. 
 
11.2 Legal Implications 
 
11.2.1 Section 31 of the Local Government Finance Act 1992 requires the Council to set a 

balanced budget at the start of each financial year. Section 28 of the Local 
Government Act 2003 requires all local authorities to review actual expenditure 
against this budget on a regular basis during the year. Where it appears that there 
has been a deterioration in the financial position, the local authority must take such 
action as is necessary to deal with the situation. 
 

11.2.2 The Secretary of State for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities made a 
direction under s.15 of the Local Government Act 1999 on 1 December 2021 (which 
has subsequently been updated). The Direction required an action plan to achieve 
financial sustainability and to close the long-term budget gap.  This report contains 
significant information on the work undertaken to achieve financial sustainability 
and to close the long-term budget gap, although the Council will still need a 
capitalisation direction for some years to come. In addition, the appointed 
commissioners have reserve powers to exercise the function of proper 
administration of the Council’s financial affairs and all functions associated with the 
strategic financial management of the Council, including providing advice and 
challenge of the budget and scrutinising all in-year amendments to annual budgets.  

 



 

 
 

 
11.3 Risk Management Implications 
 
11.3.1 The 2022/23 outturn is subject to External Audit which may lead to revisions to the 

numbers presented and a consequent impact on the Council’s finances. 
11.3.2 There are a number of significant variations to budget included in this report with 

the consequence being these could impact over more than one year.  These are 
managed through the revised Budget Management process for 2023/24 and need 
to be considered as part of the Budget Setting process for 2024/25. 

 
11.4  Environmental implications  
 
11.4.1 There are no specific environmental implications arising from this report. 
 
11.5  Equality implications  
 
11.5.1 There are no specific equality implications from this report.  
 
11.6  Procurement implications  
 
11.6.1 There are no specific procurement implications arising from this report. 
 
11.7  Workforce implications  
 
11.7.1 There are no specific workforce implications arising from this report. 
  
11.8  Property implications  
 
11.8.1 These are set out within the report. 
 
 
  



 

 
 

  
Appendix A : Capitalisation Direction Letter  
 

 
 
  



 

 
 

 
 
  



 

 
 

 
 
  



 

 
 

 
 
  



 

 
 

 
 
  



 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 
  



 

 
 

 
  



 

 
 

 
Appendix B : Commissioner’s Instruction 1 
 

 



 

 
 

 
Appendix C: Asset Sales 
 

 
  



 

 
 

Appendix D – Detailed Capital Outturn 
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